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INTRODUCTION A
11

A growing concern in recent years, has been the declining achievement

levels of elementary and secondary school students. Research to determine

the antecedent conditions of this phenomenon -has taken two parallel

directions. First, a variety.of remedial program$ have been implemented
A

(e.g., Project Head Start) that attempt to Correct the apparent disad-

vantages experienced by children who are socioeconomically deprived, or who

suffer from, physical and/or emotiogal handicaps. Second, soMe research7

endeavors have undertaken an-examination of the effects-of various school,

classrooM, and teacher characteristics on student.achteiement.

The present report attpmpts to summarize findings from the latter body

of research, using literature reviews and longitudiail studies as the prim-,

ary data sources. efore the substantive findings are discussed,"the para-
,

meters for this review will be outlined. The reader is cautioned to keep,

Allese parameters in mind when evaluating*the ensuing pages.

First, the-primary source bf material,Was.the ERIC databaSe. Second,

only literature reviews and longitudinal studies focusing-on the relevant

variables were included in this review. Ttird, the review was limited to

A. .

relatively rebent works (by recent, we largely mean documents that have ap-

peared since 1974). Finally, reports that foctised on suc relatively

permanent characteristics of individuals such as race and IQ, were excluded

from the review. The primary reasons for the specification of such a nar-
,

row scope centered on constraints of time. and money: Additionally,..the

1

major thrust of this re4iew was an elucidation of aspects of the.school

environment that could be altered with relative ease. It was felt that

permanent individull.characteristics that may affect student achievement,

whilebn interesting area of study,. .are quite resistant to the potential

impact of intervention efforts.

.10
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Within these parameters, the amount of quality of the relevant litera-

ture were somewhat disappointing. By far the greatest quantity of work has
111

been done in the area of the rplationship of class size to student achieve-

,
ment. Other teacher and school characteristics have remained relatively un-

explored except as a tangential field of inquiry. 'Among some of the other

dreas that have received sporadic attention are the classroom reward struc-

ture, the social communication.pattern within the school, the impact of de-

1

segregation, etc. Each of_these areas will be reviewed briefly below with

a view toward eliciting polici and research implicatians from the studies.

It is prudent to reiterate at this point that the present study focuses

on literature reviews and longitudinal studies that have been published

within the last four or five years. Thus, individuat studies such as those

reporting cross-sectional examinations of the relationships among isolated

variables and studies conducted in the early 1970's do not fall within ttie

purview of the present study. Finally, since the ERIC database was used as-

the primary source of materials, it is possible that some significant re-

search reported in journals and books not covered by ERIC have been omitted
\

from the present effort. In general, however, we feel confident that the

following report provides an adequate representation of the current re-

search within'the scope of the specified parameters.

Classroom Variables -I

Class Size. The research on class size suffers from several problems

which partly explain the inconsistency of the documented relationships of

this variable with student achievement. These methodological protlems have

been discussed in detail in many review pieces on.the issue of class size.

One of the major problems centers on the definition of large and small

2
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class sizes, .

What some researchers consider to be. Small class size (e.g.

twentp.five) constitutes a large class size for others.. Similarly, the is-
.

sue )of student-teacher ratio has been confused- with student-staff ratio.

Thus, the implications that can be drawn from the existing class size re-

.

search are, at best, tentative. In general, the research indicates that

sometimes small class sizes are preferable, particular/y in the earlier

grade levels.. More important is the quality of student-teacher inter-

actions and the methods and techniques employed by teachers in the class-

room. frequently, smaller class sizes facilitate improvement in the qual-W

ity of interactions between teachers and students, and all& greater

flexibility in matching teaching styles with student needs. LarSer class

sizes, on the other hand, place greater demands on the teaCher, and

frequehtly.necessitate standardization of procedure and techniques across
1 2

1

sfudents, thus minimizing the mmount of Individualized'instruction that,a

teacher is able to impart.

In exploring the effects of class sie on studerl achievement, Pt-

searchers have posited a variety of intervening mechanisms that detefmine

the relationship between the two sets of variables. For example, Wolfe

(1976) posits that imall classes can benefit the personal development ay

emotional well-being of students by avoiding the alienation and fstress

producea by larger groups. Similarly, David (1976) notes that the issue of

class size may be more' one of alienation than one of best eduCational

practice. Pidgeon (074) attributes the failure of clast size research pi

providing an unequivocal support for smaller tflasses 0 the widespread use

of traditional mass teaching methods, which seem to.beequally effective

for different class sizes.
%.

3
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Among the conclusions drawn about the relationship between class size

and 'student achievement, in one research report (Educational Research

Service, 1978) are the following:

4

The relationship between' the two sets of variables is highly

complex.. 4

4

The'effects of class size on pupil achievement across all grade

levels' are contradictory and inconclusive.

There is no support for the notion of an optimum class size.

Efficient class sizes are a product of many variables
subject area, nature and number of pupils in the classroom, nature

of learning obfectives, availability of materials and facilities,
.instructional materials and procedures used, skills and tempera-
ment of the teacher and support staff, and budgetary cons,traints.

The effects of class size on student achievement vary with grade

level.

The effects of cla.ss size on student achievement vary,with.student

characteristics.

Certain teaching procedures and practices perceived by some
educators as conducive to a productive'learning environment occur ;

more frequently in smaller classes tharrin larger classes, but '

this finding is still tentative.,

The benefits of smaller class sizes are negited if teachers

--continue to use the same methods and' procedures in smaller

, lasses than they did in the larger ones.
`I

Since the time span for most of the stiadies,was relatively" short, 0

little is knawn about the long term effects of small classes:

Similar Conclusions have been dra* in other reviews .of class size re;

search. The following quotation sermes as an illustration:

"Fraught with problems of definition, measurement, and
quality, the (class site) research offers little sure and
undisputed knowledge and little likelihood of a quick
resolution. 4It sAys -with certainty only that theteaching-
learniag process is complicated and affected by many vari-

. bles and,that class siZe has little powerful and uniform

effect by'itself.

In the face of such conclusions, educators'Will have to fall

back on common sense and experience 4nd the general trends

presented by the research evidence. SmOler size, it appears,

contributesito desirable pracess, though(its full impact on

process demands'the use of student centered teaching methods.

4
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These process benefits have not yet generally been proxed to
rtsult in greater student achievement. ,Larget classes can be

as effective as smaller classes, especially when compensatory

arrangements are ride. Variations in class size seem to have

the most impact at the elementarylevel.

Smaller classes remain desirable for quality dducation and are
widely valued, buI they offer no guarantees. Policy-makers ,

'can best respond with a class size policy of flexibility, one
. that adjusts size to the particular ends and circumstances of

individual classes. While educators await more definitive
reseaith, administrators and teachers can best solve their
differences over class size through mutual compromise and

creative collaboration." (Thompson, 1978, p. 30).

Using a rAatively new techniqU#1 (meta-analysis) to,review the iitera-
.

ture on class size and student ach vergent; Glass and Smith (1978) found

that, on the average, student achi ement increases as class sizd de
.4

creases. They also found that this r lationShip was generally not evident._

in studies conducted before 1940. Furthermore, the size effect was much

more convincing in well-desighed and well'o.controlled studies than it was in
J. .. .

poorly designed and executedsstudies. Silici.,the latter group studies con-4'

stitutes a large portion of research on class size, the inconclusive re-

Suits frequently reported in siie reviews is hardly. surprising. Finally,

the researchers noted slightly stronger advantages of small class sizes at

.the secondary than at'the elementary levels.,

Many researchers have argued in, favor of a modifiable arrangement wtth

respect to class size. For example, David (1976), argues that size remains

a !mediating variable" that "cannot be'divorced from context," while Hol-

land.and Galto (1964) posi,t that the best hope for the future is to

provide students with opportunities to learn in both large and small

groups, the selection, of group size being determined by teaching ob-

jectives. Similarly, it has been argued that small classes are justified

only when educators accept the presupposition that learning is more impor-

tant than teaching and accordingly employ methods that increase

5
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student-teacher interaction. ApproprAate size will also depend on staffing

arrangement and classroom o6anizatIon, teacher workload,- teactrer-

subject, grade level, and the relationship of the clasiroom to thp tOtal

school organization *(Pidgeon, 1974).

Given these widely divergent studies, Ryan and Greenfield (1976) con-

cluded that "we can conceive of no research Audy or group of studies which

will immediately and unambiguously, resolve the question of how many

children.should be plated in a classroom and how many people of what kinds

ihould be responsible for,helping them to learn effectively."

Other Classroom Variables. There is some research examining the re-

lationship between,student achievement and various characteristics of the

k

classroom. One such variable of interest is the rewara structure.that is

ued in the classroom. "Classroom reward structures refer to the perform-
*

ance criteria, cOntingencies or standards that students must satisfy in ,

a

order to receive presumably valued or enforcing consequences such as prizes

or high,grades" (Michitels, 1977 p. 87). Rewards may be structured such

that individual coMpetition, indi dual cooperation group compeAtioror

group cooperation is encouraged.

Ong review of the relationship between classroom reward structures and

student achievement came to the following conclusions:

."1.. The laboratory or laboratory-like research on interpersonal
reward structure/tiviewed here supports a conclusion that
unless subjects have important resources to.share or with- .

hold at their discretion, competitive and individual
reward structures are more effeaive than cooperative ones
for increasing performance.

2. Classroom researth over signiftcant periods of time comparing
the effects of different reward structures on performance
has been scant, but there is reason to believe that further
research with certairOinds of sMall-group cooperative struc-
tures may yet produce-achievement gains for such structures..

6
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3. Consistently"positive effects of cooperative reward strqctures
on social cOndectedness dimensibns, dint to an important reason
for continuing the search for effecttve.cooperative ,4eward'
structüres--that-it may be poisible to permadently changeNthe

climpte of the classroom in a waif that promotes mutual attrac-

tion and acceptance-among students.

4. Mixtures of competitive and cooperative or cooperative and
individual reward structures appear to be the most proesing
avenues for producing positiVe effects both on academic
achievement and on 'social connectedness:"

(Slavin,'1977, p. 647)

In',a similar vein, another review came to the following conclusions:

"The most striking pattern is the consistency with Whicit

individual competition was the most effective reward
steucture implemented in strengthening the Independent
task performances of students. Specifically, individual
competition was more effective tOan geouvcompetition in,.

six studies 10'0 41 more effective than,individual reward t'

contingencies in two studies 9. and more effective than
group reward contingencies in two studies... ,

Because of infrequent'comparisons, conclusions regarding
the relative,effectiveness of other reward structures
compared must be regarded as tentative. Specifically,

. individual and group reward contfngencles were equaliy"
effective in one study...., and individual reward contingenr
cies and group competition were equally effective- tn another...
In one study, group competition was more effective than

4
group reward contingencies or., but in another...they, were

equally effective." (Michaels, 1977, pp.93-95).
. 4

The researCh.- data, therefore, appear to indicate .the 'superiority of.,

'

individual competitiOn in promoting the academic achievement of students.

Proponents continue ID argue in favor.of a more detailed'examination of the .

A
effecti of cooperative group reward structdres. The general conensus.

. seems to be that, with further study, the effectiveness.of group coopera,

trve reward structures in .promoting student achievement will be demon-

strated.

A review of the'studies on the effects of grade level and curriculum

area led Randhawa and'Fu (1973),to the following conclutions:

. . 7



...ClessrOom
ef curricula
claSsroom lear
teained observe

t J
hing climates are appaintlii functiOn
-And grade level'. differenCer in .

climates, rated by pupil s or recorded .4
-presumably, refl ect, the receptivi ty of

learner'S tOwali'd the centrer concepts 'in a clourse. The;

monotontc.decrease in eating of the Anal tty of -cl Imat.e. as

the, grade, increases may suggest two tentative donclu-i
sions. F;Irst, schools adversely affect the predisposittant
.or learnert, . lIf thil conclution is-substantiated by wel17,
destgned, representative.; cross lectional andibr longitudinal.
stuOesikcur4eicul um thakees and organizational . innovators./ .;

WOO d Oft the toughest chaJlengqt of this century to
'rtectify.the. tui0ion.10 order. 'to jasstify the extstence

. of.. the forint, sdbool . Second, 1 earners become overly

/

Eritical with'idevelopment: Jhe atcountablility'of proof .

of this prOpbsitipn,will' restwith °the educational psono.-
logisteli (p. 3071- .

'
,

4 Ip examining these conClUsions% it alusi :bet. keptle mtnd ,that_the re-.
, . . 1,,

, ,- . ,

. ,

searchei.s were,lookipg at leartiinq climate,,arfd not stuaent.ichievement, as

, 4
...,

.

the depbndent- varNable. ThetlelatI
.

onship between learning climate and stu-
, . \_

- .. Milt' achievementet however., is not clear. Pius, a report that style of'

-,:educationli ActivitY (lecture, discussion., .demenstration)' it related, tO

., 1' ,. :* : .

learninT climate isvi enougl!,. nhether grade level and curricul Um area do

A

.
.Pt

4

f .
ark

have an Impact, on the achievement. of students has stil 1 to be e 1 i shed

finitively. ,

.. .
.. ,

L

,. ,
.

. ,
.

Social skills on the pirt of.students is yet another .variable that h4F
, :

been. related to student achie ent 'Cartl edge and Milburn (1978), for ex-

ample, came to the follOwing 'Conclusions with respect tb the case for. so-

0 .,.
.

'5

,

cial skills:
:

.
. I'

..A,

'Although- coricetqs are sometimes' exPressed about the teriden!-,

cies . for school s to entourage' and Tperfituate 'obidient,

cOntrol led, confbrming behavior inL 'classrooms,' -evidence

from various sources indicates that such behaviors aee
correlated.highly, with academic aChievement. Suth behaviors
are correl atelo highly wi th academic 'achievement. Such' behav-

iors Iri attending, remainin4 on task, volunteering answers,-
complying with teacher requestsi and interacting with teachers
arld peers 'abdut school 'work uhave been showrr to ;bear a, positive

-.relationship.to success in learning; Children\labeled as
. ..,

t.

8 4.
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-underachievers Or leaning disabled have been demon-
-strated to'lack these behaviors. .Studies of teacher,
opinion about social behaviors of children sugOst
that teachers generally prefer thildreh who pay atten-
tion., follow dtrections, 4nd work:1104. Teachers

.respond differentially toward chtld.fh Who didplai diff-

rentsbehaviors an' there are,data'to,.establish that re-
sponding iiehavior 'of teachers can *shaped .by varying
student behavior., The spec1f10e8Ching of behavioqs
such as attending anCinteractft-with the teacher have
not only resulted in increaseepos3tive behaVicer from

the teacher, but it appears that teaching these social:
skills will alsO'increaseacadelaic-learhing." (pp.150451)

Another classroom Nariable'of 'poqentitil intprest is em teachin

versus the use of solitary'teachers in theclassroomsc The resei

s

vartable is sporadic.and not VeryTigorous,jainim4ing the likeii

definitive answer regarding the superiorityof on'eipproch,oVer

Armstrong (1977).coricluded, therefore,that "many Of the Studies
,

.on this

hood of a

another.

reviewed

.,.reported findings of no significant dtfferences in'AchieVemeot scoresof

team-taught and solitary*teacher-tatight0 learhers."' He conclOded further

'that;

"In suMmation, one is struck bY the very basic nature Of the'

questions-fbr which research has failed, after ftfteen or
more years of team teaching to supply at least tentative

.answers. Team teachinC it is evident, represents one of
those educational practices that have not bienesubjected

D truly intensive and systematic investigation. Support

for team teaching hat-been more of a, validation through

affirmation than a Vilidation based oh empirical evidence.
Igt this junctdre, little.in the research literature provides
solace either for team.teaching's critics or its most ardent

supporters." (p. 83)

Fran these results;Ait can be concluded with relative ease that

rently the choice between two methods of teaching should be based On feas

ibili considerations rather than on the demonstrated superiority of one

cur-

.1- r

t approaCh Over the other. -

,

Teacher Characierfttics. Not surprisingly, various researchers have
. .

devoted tame attention to the-personaland professional,tharacteristics of
,

.

o

'4



te chers that may be to student achievement. Vroegh.(1976), for

exam le, reviewed the research on the relationshipn between the sex of the

teacher and academic achievement of students. Starting from the docu-
-----,-.

mentation of frequent academic problems among ttoys in elementary schools

but not among girls, it was hypothesized that the academic problems among
, .

boys may stem from the low employment levels of male teachers, tn.elemen-

tary schools. 'This, in turn, may lead to an absence of role models for -

boys, ai well as to an increased frequency of rewarding 'feminine' be-
,

haviors in the classroom. Vroegh's reyiew indicated, however, that it was 1

not the sex of the teacher per se, but rather the kinds of claisroom tech-
2

niques adopted by teachers of either sex, that are relevant to the acAdemic

4

achievement of students.

pnapose'that male teachers as well as female teachers

need training in-understanding the individual child--boy

or girl. Teachers--male and fethale.--need to understand

the best methods for helping children learn, even if the

methods change with the subject matter, the sex of the

child, and the individual child. /There is no,reason to

expect that ma)e teachers and female teachers cannot be

equally prepared to teach boys as well as girls

I believe that the present review indicates that it is

a false hope to flood the eleMentary schools with male

teachers and expeCt the academic problems of boys to be

solved: In 1931, Hewitt... was apparently ahead of the

research when she suggested that the characteristics of

good teachers areindividually linked, not sex linked.

She proposed that women,teachers as well as men teachers

are needed, but that they should supplement'one another...

In any case it is clear that research on the effects of

teachers on academic achievement needs torget down to

specifics such as characteristics of individual tea-

chers and specific classroom.and teaching aids and their

effects on specific children in those environments.

Research on global characteriStics such as sex of tea-

cher has not helped in understanding what to do about

the problems of the academic achievement of elementary

school children, particularly boys.' (p. 400)

Harrison (1976) conducted a study to define those teacher characteris-

tics that were 'related toAains .1.n the reading'achievement of students.

10
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A revieW of the*relevant litehature indicated that the use of ipas and

opinions expressed by students wag 'positively related to achievement.

Further,' the past research 4ndicated that. teachers with highly deve-

loped conceptual structures helped children more often ih 'deftning nd

exploring prqblems, while teachers at.)ower levels of conceptual deve-

lbpment preferred more dyminative- interagtions. Harrison's own 'study

indicated that autonomy, practical outlook, leCturing, abstract conceptual

structhres, and the ^number of only-children were tile most significant

teacher variables in explaining variance in student reading gains.

In a similar vein, Grotberg (1969) concluded that teacher charac er-

istics are important in 'determining the kinds of learning,that chil fen

acquire and indeed, the kinds of:social.behaviors that children develop.

While teachers are somewhat limited by theirown biases in astetsing

children, their capacity tO be resourceful, flexible, and,supportive is

important to the children's development. Further, children learn best what

teachers stress most; thus, it seems important to determine what teachers

plan to:teach or'what their teaching.strengths are.

In reviewing Head Start research, Datta et al. (1976) came up with a

varlet, of teacher characteristics that seemed to be te1ated to grmater

improvement among Head Start children. Amongeir findings.were the, fol-

lowing: .

Greater cognitiVe gains were.achieved with older teac ers.

Children whose teacher's level of general education and prior

experience'with children were relatively high performed less

well on measures of preschool achievement and social adjust:-

ment ,than children whose teachers appeared less well qualified.

*41 The use of non-physical control resulted ingreater gains on

measures of cognitive abilities than the use of physiCal con-
. ,

trol to maintain discipline.

1}1



Pla ing high emphasi4 on the goals of independence an4 self-
( car was related to greater gains in cognitive ab(ilitiis,

sch ol readiness, and soci.al adlustment than was placing'
/- low emphasis on these goals.

Emp asis on child socializatibp was related to better-socal

'

.adj stment,

Emp asis on language development(was related to lower cognit4e
'abi ities and tOool reAdiness (the authors attributi.this to .

.

sel4 -report errors on the part of the teachers).

The'use of social-emotional interactions with children was .
negatively related to children's ability to learn new tasks.

f

Structuring lessons was positivel/ related to gains in learpg

ability and school readiness. 0

I.

The use of art related activity was positively related to school

readiness. 1.

The use of creative small group instruction activities was

positively related to gains in cognitive ability, school
readiness, and ability to learn new tasks.

The use of rote learning,,was negatively related to gains in le4rn-

ing ability.

Another variable that has received some attention in the past is the

44 Ati

control stitateot used by teachers in the classroom. Crocker et al. (1977) .

a.

tried to integrate.- the varying results from these 'studies, with "...the

interesting hypothesis that a gradual shfft miy occor over time, with low

control yielding more positive results only after a longer period. Thus,

the two thort-term studies....favored high control, ihe intermediate term

study...showed .no significant.difference, while the longest study...yielded

differences in favor of low control...". (p. 166). Ontthe.other hand, they

also assert that
.

"..,
e
teacher and pupil classroom roles possets an inherent

stability that ddes not fundamentally change even under an apparent drastic

.( change in the surface featuret Of the class settidg." Thus., it may jdst be

very difficult to manipulatelxperimentally the kinds of cohtrol exerted by

teachers in the classroom. Coker and Lorentz (1975, 1976) did find

.1?
' 1,1'0

.6.
0 00.
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teacher-control and student cop/Ping styles to:be related to student achieve-
,

ment in reading.

finally, Moore and Schaut (1975). conducted.two experiments to, determine

whether providing classrooM teachers with feedback would resOlt In.changes
-

in both teacher and student behaviors. They founq that the experimental

teachers (those who'reCeived feedback) demonstrated greater control over

their teaching behaviors. Further, a secohd experigient showed significant

differences in behavior between the experimental and control teachers,

indicating that: (1) experimental teachers engaged in diagnosis more

'often; (2) they conceptualized and employed more appropriate Opcess for

diagnosis; and (3) their students performed betperalong certain dimensions

1

than did the control- students. The authors concludedthat their study de-
,

monstrated the, importance of conceptually appropriate feedbaci in bringing

about changes in.teacher behaviors.
4 0

School Level Variables

Classrooms obviously do not function in a vacuum. They operate within,

the co44raints fined by'the'larger school, by ttie administrators of the

school,'the schooldistrict, antrthe community in which they are located.

All of these can, potentially, have an Impact on Ihe dynamics of the class-

room and on the achievement of students in the.classroom. The impact of

some of these potential ,sources of Anfluence' has been discussed in the

literature, and-will be summarized below. '

A group of studies lookeb at the relationship between adminirative

behavior and school peoductivity. .Stogdill (1974), for example, concluded

that ",.. when,teahers and principals are described high in consideration

and'structure,'their pupils tend to Take higher scores on tests of school



achievement" 6. 1401. The d1me4ion of consideratiOn describese the ex-

tent of people-cerredness of those in supervisory pbsitions (teaChers and

administrators), while the dimension of structure defines the extent to

which sufierviSors are task oriented. Thus, from Stogdill:srevtew, it may

be deduced that pmpil achievement is enhanced when the teachers and.admIn-
,

istrators stress 'both the task related and emotional needs of students.

Maximum,benefits can,be obtained from an equal emphasis on both these

dimensions.

Miller (1976) emphasized the importance of the school climate.

"Obviously, if change is what.is needed and desired, the
traditional 'socialization' which tends to maintain the
bureaucracy must be influenced. The research cited *.

earlier points out the crucial role the school leader plays
in increasing school productivity and ,pupil achievement.
Efforts must be directed at helping principals to behave
in. ways which will 'open up' the scSeol climate." (p. 338),

Therefore, Miller suggests not only that'school climate is important in

affecting the school achievemmt of students, but also that the sehool

principal plays a pivotal role in the implementation of this process. With

'the appropriate training and skills, the principal could, become an ef-

1
-fective leader ln restructuring the dynamics of the school. At the same

time, Miller offers some cautions. "...It should be recognized that good

(: leadership, like other healthy organizational Oynamics, tan enhance the

implementation of,bad programs as well as good ones. It is also important

to be aware that the likelihood 'of a poor decision beini,revesed or mod-

Hied in an open climate would be greater than in a closed situation."

"To the teMpting question of what kind of leadership is 'best,'

an answer is typically attempted in educattonali not organi-

zational terms. Research that.seeks to them,/ leadership

styles against the criteria of educational outputs (e.g.,
school marks, standardized test results) becomes trapped
.in what may be termed 'the cognitive fallacy.'0 Good leader-
ship, in and of itself, ts a necessary,but not a sufficient
condition for a high cognitive payoff at the pupil level.

I. 14



The explanation lies in 'organizational, not educational7terms.

Good leadership, like other healthy organizational Aynathics,

enhances the probabilitY of Institutional policies being..

successfully iMplemented--goodpoliciei and bad policies alike.

A sChool with top leadership, healthy climatand open-minded
..teachers may be,one in which the successful- introduc-

tion of perhaps a new method of-teaching arithmetic'
is facilitated. 'If the new method.is good, leader- .

ship cdrrelates with school m'arks:( if the methqd is bad,

the leadership at that school is going to look negative'

'when the statisticians.are. through with.it."

In general, the review of school Climate and leadership styles indicates

that much progress can be made to ard achievement gains by. developing

#

leadership styles that'.emphasize b th structure and consideration, by ...

building a school climate that is Open and where free exchange of informa- N

.tion is encouraged.

In a longitudinal study conducted in a Middle school, Freebery (1978)

phasized the imPortance of taking into account the organizational struc-

i

ture of the school. In the school that constituted the research site for

the study, tota' departmentalizatiGp.was the rule, teachers being iden-
.A

P
tified with the subject; and not t e students they taught, and classes

operating regimentally' at the strike of a bell every 47, minutes. 'The re-

vision in the struCtural characteristics of the school included the forma-

StiOn of interdisciplinary teams of teacher , so that each team was respoh-

sible for a group of students. A team consis ed of four teachers, special-

t .

izing in mathematics, science, soosial studies,and language arts respec-

tively. In addition, bell scheduling was replaced with 'block scheduling,'.

ohich provided each grade.level with different lunch and expressive arts
-

periods. The remaining time on each schedule allowed teacheri to block out

instructional time in #1exible ways. Further, team classrooms werelocated

contiguous to each other, thus minimizing the ...amount of school-wide

movemOt between classes: In addition, weekly meetings .were conducted

*

, .

I.
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.betwvn team teachers and students, and there were also parent conferences,

professional staff conferences, and group planning sessions with team

teachers. These structural changes facilitated feelings of belong-
,

// ingness for both the teachers "and the students.. In addition to the

structUral changes, emphasis was placed on staff training, supervision, and

instructiOna) programs.i The major goals of'this longitudinal study were to

imprdve the reading achievement'of students and to reduce the number of

discipline problems in the school. The overall program resulted in

0

improvements along both these goals. The author concluded that student

achievement in reading will improve if reasonable skill objectives are set

and if process feedback is provided regularly. Deviant.student behavior is .

reduced by (a) allowing students an oppo4unity to be responsible for solv-
.

4

ing their own problems, (b) providing ieedback to teacher4 on classroom

interactions, (c) facilitating student.and adult interaction on a social-.

personal basis, and (d) emphasizing positive. behaviolft lnd promoting pcisi-

tive self-image. These precursors of improvpment can'iln[iturn be attributed,

.1,

in part to,the structural changes and skill training/4at were undertaken
,

as part of the stu'dY,6

With a different OerSpective on the- i see-of structure, 'Sanders and

Qv-en (1976) examined ?he'effectiveness of o en-s ace schools in determining-

the educational achievement of students. A review of the sporadic work

done in this are# led the authors to tonclude that:

'''As a 'whole, these stUdies indicated that pupils in the
open schools did at least as well as pupils in the tra-
ditional schools in measured cognitive achievement;
there may be some tendency from boys to benefit from the
open environment more rthan girls, in this respectLand
'academic achievement in the open classes improves drama-
tically over thit of tradittonal classes in a long-term
evaluation. (p. 62)

r
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n iddition to the effects on academic achievement, the researchindicated
.a

th ,development of favorable attitudes on the part of teachers, parents,

and pupils during open school expeeience. The fear that anxiety could be

heightened by an open-area learning situation was not justified by the

results of these studies. In conolusion, the authors Temarked t at "olln

)schools are.effective."

Datta'et al. (1976), while focusing on evaluating the effectiveness of

Head Start programs, made some references to. 4thool characteristics of

potential relevance to academic achievement. These authors found that the

degrir to which classes were structured was positively related to gain* in

school readiness and learning ability among Head Start children. In ad-,

dition, the extent of teacher staOility, was also related to gains in var-

ious achievement areas. That is, the extent to which teachers did not turn

over (so that.students were interacting with the.same adults) was related

to the extent to which their students performed well in the classroom.

While some teacher turnover may be beneficial,:therefore, extensive changes

in who is teaching may well have a ,detrimental impact' on tJle academic

progress of students,' fostering' in them a sense of turmoil and a lack of

environmental stability.

In a critical review of the academic adhievement of black students in

desegregated schools,'Bradleysand Bradley (1977) referred to findings that

have some relevance iy the,present context.. One result reported in several

studies vas that the.effective agent for changes in black student achieie-

ment was not school desegregation, but classroom desegregation. While

studies reporting this finding have been'cr icized on methodological

grounds, there may be some validity to the co/clusion that changing the
a

glqbal environment may not have much impact 4n academic performance un-

less theproximate classroom environment-undergo s parallel changes. The

17 ,
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authors offer the following suggesti4ns in an attempt to provide directions

for improving minority performance:
"

( "... effective interventions for impr9ving the academic
achievement of various culturAl groupS may be,derived
if more 4s known about the sttuational factors that
positively or negatively affect the classroowmotiva.:
tion of these cultural groups...'Black students' aca-
demic performance... maylye more effectivelyrtncreahd.

:if the 1.ituational factors that maximize thetr class- .

roompmotfVition may be delineated and replftated withIn
their classrooms in both predominantly black and'

(/ - predominantly white schools." (p. 445)

These coMmehts point out the need for a careffl examination of the

situational contingencies before a-"quick-and-easy" solution to the poor. '

academic performance of any 'grbup is provided.

In a study -of the effects of various school', teacher, and student

A

characteriistics conducted by, the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia,

Summers and Woife (1975), among other things, concluded that:

All types of students at alllevels of schooling experience
larger rates.of growth in achievement if they-are attending
more, and if uneXcused abserices and lateness are minimized.

All types of students tn elementary schools do better
if they are taught by teachers who graduated from higher
rated colleges, and if they are in schools with large
proportions of high achievers.

All types ofstudents in senior high schopl do better .

if they are in smaller schools where dropouts are less
of a problem.

Jackson (1975) updertook an exaVnation of one of the control systems

frequently used in.schools to ensure minimalI adequate performance; viz.,

1

grade retention. Grade retention is the practice of requiring.a student

.who has been in a given grade,level for a lull school year to remain at

that level for a subsequent school year. After a careful review of the re- "

search investigating the effects.of grade retention, the author came to the

following conclusions:

18 .
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The author goes on to clariiy that this conclusion shoulenot be inter.:

4-

'Ane general conclusion about the effects ot grade retention

relative to grade pr6motion is clearly warranted by

all the results taken as a'whole: There is no reliable

body of evidence to indicate that grade retention is more

beneficial than grade promotion for students with serious

academic or adjustment difficulties. This is clearly

indicated by the pattern of results... Thus those

educators Who retain pupils in a grade do so ;Athol
velid. research evidence to indicate that suth tred -

ment.Wflr'provide greater benefits to students wit

'icademit or adjuStment difficulties than will promo-
Aidn to fhe next grade. fp. 627, author's italics)

preted to mean thatpromotion is better than 14t.en'ilon, but rather that the
;

accumulated evidence is so pOor that vOid inferences cannot be drawn con-

cerning the relative benefits of the two options. These comments serve to

highlight another major issue t confronts educators today. In the ab-

sence of valid research 'data clearly indicating the dsuperiority of one

strategy.or phenomenon over,another, how should choices be made. On the,

basis Apf common sense? or,In the example of grade retention, should school

boards be governed by their own,pirsonal pioeferences as to which strategy

should be adopted bathe sghool system? Cleirly, these are hard questions'

to answer, and it is suggested here that systematic attention directed to

these and Similar issues may do much to improVe the quality of edutation in
C.

schools.

,
General CoMments !4

1`4.1-

IP 7i, ,--.

,The diversity of the finci?ngS with respegt. to the potential impact,Or
. .

.

-

various schooled classroom characteristics ofitihe Academic achtevement of

students is abundhntly clear from the foiTgoing reviei. Even When tite

overall summaries of these findings are considered, bne finds some,reports

that are diametrically opposed in their conclusions. A few of these will

now be.noted to illustrate the diverging conclusions that may. be drawn from

the research in this irea.

19
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Cohen and Smith (1972) and Sp1vack.(1973)"consider it a fallacy to as-

4s
sume ihat student achievement is significantly affected by organizational

arrafgements rithin the schools. They argue that differences in school re-
,

soui-ces (e.g4, teachers, arriculum, facilities) ot how they are drganiied

: 41
(e.g., team teaching, ability grouping,-nd the like) appear to have little

0

effect on achievement. 5chool outprit, they argue, "simply does riot seem to

resObnd to variations in .organization, resources, or Consumer Pressure"

(Cohen and Smith,'1972): These authors go on to point oirf that these re,

sults are not due to the fact that research demonstrates the lack of ex-

istence'of a relationship. Rather, their conclusions are based on the fact

(that little research has been done on the sublect. In large part, the fil-

laciOus assumptions are based on extrapolations from individual level

studies. But without reference to the institutional tituation, there is

simply "no way we can assess,the impact which schools might have." (Cohen'

and Smith, 1972). These authors arrive at similar conclusions with respect

to the imOact,of schools on student attitudes or values:

... we have been unable to tur up any evidence which

suggests tikt schools have mUCh of a differential effect

on the atfitudes or values of students... everYthdng

we have been able to turn.up suggests that schooli

affect students' attitudes and values in roUghly.

the same way as they affect their students"pchieveL.

ment. Their impact is'quite uniform, gnd-Iii-coMpar-

ison with background factors, quite mirest."

(Cohen and Smith, 1912)
1

Similar conclusions have been arrived at in other reviews of educational

research. After an extensive review of the existing literature pertaining

to school effectiveness, Averch et al. (1972) rarrived at six major policy

's Research has not identified a variant c4. the existing

systewthat is consistently relatsd to students' educational

outcomes. =

et.
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Increasing expenditures on traditional educational practices
is notlikely to improve educational outcomes substantially. '\,

.
. -

There seem to be opportunities for signifiCant reductton.or
redirectton of educativnal expenditures without deterioration
in educational outcomes. -

,

,.. k,
. ,

.
.

Innovati&l,, responsiveness, anctadaptation in school.systems ./

.
decreases with size'and depend on exogenous.:shocks' to the' .. .

system.
, .

. ,,
.

. .

Educational research is seriously deficient in terms of the 414c-
size, scope, and focus Of research'effofts and in the inter

- gration of research results.
( .-

.

. ,

An.

.

Research tentatively suggests that improvement in student out- ,

comes,- bah dognitive and noncOgnitive, may require sweeping
ch.knges iWthe orgavlption, structure, and condutt of educa-
tional experiences. .

.:

In contrast
.

to the pessimistic conclusions of these authors, otherre-

searchers have concluded that many_ of these variables are of primary

-importance in determining student achievement: Shea (1976), for example,

toncluded'that:
4

t.

"1, encouragement of educational goals by suchlsignifieant
, others as teachers and guidance counselors depends some-
what on sotioeconomic status but more on student educa-

tionil goals; ,,

educatiOnal goal levels depend somewhat on socioeconomic
origins, more on scholastic ability,.and'most on signi-

- cant others"encouragement of educational goals;
3. academicv0erforMance depends' somewhat on socioeconomic

origins:obut most en a combination of educational goal
levels and scholastic ability.' (pp..509,611)

. Accordingtd Shea, then, significant others such as'teacher's and'other

school personnel have a significant impact on the model of the academic
!c

achieviment,of students. He argues,that both the'individual (the student)

and Ole envirowent are significan't r;redicfer variables, and both should be

1

taken into account in such aimodel.. "The recognition that.edudational at-
,

tainment is.compriied of * dynamic relatiOnship'between perceptioo-of op-
10

portunityind changing opportunity impliet an emphasis on process,.and this

A
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,

refers ito what happens in sch o s and' classrooms.during a student/s en-
4.

. . 4

counter with thCedbcational sy em.

The ,author jogs on to point tO lome of the prpblems inherent in de4

termining the relationship between schodivariables and itudgnt achieve-

0
'Of .

ment. Acoorting to Shea, AW4ezmost obvious way to equalize educational op-
,r)

portuntttes is ,t().insure that fa6il1,pet are eqw6lly disbursed, But even

such insurance does"not. necessarily-result' in equal outcomes, partly be-.

4

cause outcomes are not equally'received. In .a0dttion, if all the relevant

input variables were measured, it would be apparent that even equally dis-
-

bursedTesources may turn out to be'uneoual.- These comments serve to high-,

light the importance of ensuring rlat the relevant variables.are measured,

not only with l'irespect tb intentybut'also with respect, to t actual.
0 t

state. ;

1
;

Other.inconsistencies in the yariables and methods use may, serve to

explain further the diyergent cif many of the studi s in'the
44

- Orle signiticant-difference centers around thetefinition of the dependent
, . ., , ,

.,. variable. In the foregoing discussion, student ach1eveme6t has been used .

i

..

AS' though it were a uniform, unidimensional construct.. *In contra,st, iiow-

. .

'

ever, there are probably ilk many,opetationalizatior4 of this vartable as
. . . 1

1 , .

tnere are studies. 'Researchers have used criteria of ltudent achievement
. . . ,

ringinglrom IQ scorest; grade point averages, achievement scores in much
,

specialized areas 0 readingoirithmetic;teachel: ratings.: That different.
..

,

findings emerge with tim use 6f different criterion variables should be

hardly be.surpristng. ,Furtherv some researchers have used studentatti-
,

tudes and values toWardicademic achievement as the r criterion variable.

Usind an, even wider definition, some researchers ,exaMine the social,

1.
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emotional, as well as the inteilectual diyelopment, of students in studiet
'

of' academic aChit(Gement. T definition' of what' exactly constitiftes

academic ackieve0e4 is at th core of many of.,the problems facing someone.
A: a,

who wishes to reconcile the divergent resuTts provided by relevant studie's.

As with the criterion variable, problems abound with respect to the
t.

predictor Variables of interest. Thus, for 'example, class site discussions

frequently get bogged down with the issue of how to define optimal class

Ar size. Much of the inconsiitency in the findings can be expla d in terms

'of varythg definitions of whatcconstitutes e and a small lar Un-

less,uniform definitions are used acrois research studies, It is impossible

to arrive at an integrative understapding of the effects of varying class

sizes on academic achievement. Similar ,prpblems are encounteredwhen

self-reports are used to measure the various predictor variables. Even

wh6. one researcher uses.apredfctor variable that has known psychometrfc

properties, it is impossible to,compare the reeults of pne study with an-

other unless the,same measure is used in botlk. In addition to uniformity

of definitions, uniformi ty of measurement tool s i s essential to a com-

prehensivé 'understanding of the problem.

Another issue that has.beclouded some of the findings is that Of the

unit of analysis. Some 'studies use individual performance as the criter-

,..5,ic;

isn. OtherS'are interested in the total class performance. Still others

.iaay focus on the performance .of the entfre school. Researchers with a dif-

ferent perspective may compare the performance of one subgroup; e.g.,

blacks, with that of another; e.g., white. Thus, the unit of 'analysis can

range ,from the individual to various aggregate bodies that serve as the

ItIOCus of a researcher's interests. treat care' must be exercised when

generalizing across units of analysis, and lack of this care may be at
4

fault in 'some of the< inconsistent findings rerted in the literature.

.
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FinallY, another issue that may be responsible for some of the

inconsistencies is comparison across age/grade.levels. It is quite likely

that factors that affect the academic achievement of very young children

Are quite different from those that affect the, academic achievement of

teenagers. Thas, what appeari at first glance tO.'be an incOsistency may

actually be a developmental phenomenon.

alr
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Classroom.Variables
k 4

t .

Under certain circumstances, class size may be negatively related to

4r
academic achievement, but a variety,of process variables moderates
this relationshiR. Overall, no consistent 'results have been.found
wfth respect to the impact of class size on academicachievement.

With respect to the kinds'of reward structures that have been used in
classrooms, the mostsconsistent positive effects.have been obtained
vith.the.use of'individual competition.

o The'format of teaching used (lectures, discussions, etc.) bears no
consistent relationship with student achievement.

Emphasizin§ the learning of social skills in the classroom may faci-

litate academic.achievement. ,

A

With respect to team teaching versus solitary teacher teaching, the
superiority of one over the other has not been consistently demon-
'strated.

There is no consistent evidence to indicate that same-sex teachers
facilitate classroom learning.

Teachers who have a highly deVeToped cognitivestructure facilitate
the Academic perfOmance of their students. I.

In general, students tend to learn best what their teachers emphasize

most.

The style of teachihg used by teachers in the classroom may have a
significant impact onstudent learning. In general, non-physical
control appears to be superior; when.teachers are not directive,
loilitUdinal gains in student-achievement may be elicited.

Providing teaChers with appropriate feedback regarding their teaching
.styles may lead to.improvements, not only in teaiber behaviors, but in
student behaviors as well.

0

SchoOl Level Variables

Jklaiinistrative behavior'is important to student.achievement.. Admini-

strators should emphasize both consideration and sttucture in.their
leadership styles. The principal's role'is crucial to the better

performance of students.

The Climate in the school should be open,.with exchange of informa-
tion and sharing.of ideas being encouraged.

253o
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The structural arrangements of the school'should Le designed so is-to
promote feet of belongingness on the part. of students and teachers.,
which in turit. ilitates student achievement.

The way that the 'classroom itself is structured is important tn student
achievements

Open schools are at least as effective aS traditional schools in
promoting stUdent achievement. 4

It 44 important to maintain &certain degree of staff stability. Exces-
sive teacher turnover is negatiyely related to student performance.

If gains in student achievement are to be i'ealized, school-level changes
should be paralleled by c4assroom changes. For example, school de-
segregation must be accompanied by classroom desegregation irdaihs
in student achievement ate, to be realized.

0 (
The use of controltmechanisms, for ekample6grade retention,.does not'
necessarfly lead tO gains in student achievement.

4411,
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,POLICY IMPLICATIONS

4

Because 'of the,relative dearth of consistent infonmation.about the en-

vironmental factors which are related 'to the academic achievement of'
q.

.

students, it is rattier difficult to draw clear-cut implications regarding

the school, classroom, and teacher characteristics

Before even tentative conclusions are *awn, it i

that could be.altered.

s wise,to point to some'
% 4

cautiqns that should ge kept in mind when examining these conclusibns.

First, it is clear from what research exists that no one solution appltes

across-the-board to all schools, all classrooths, all ,teachers, and all

students. Thus, the contin.gencies .0 the specific.situatfon must gUide,-ib-

A laege extent', the kinds of policies that are implemented. Second,.the

process of how a policy is impleMented is often as important as the,sub-

,

stance of what is being implemented.' The literature ls replete with ex-
.

amples of indiyiduals rejecting decisions that are imposed from the to0

down. In contrast, when those who are-affected by a particular decision

are involved Jn the deciston-makirig process, they are much more likely to

be oommitted to the.decision, and have a greater investment in the suc-
.

cessfulAmplementation of the decision.: Third, it is important to exami7

011 potential consequences of a partiáular decision before tmplement'ing it.

Thus, while a particular, decision may result in apparent gairts in student

grades, it might atthe same time have deleterious effects on students' so-
,

cial or emotional well-being. If mbst, if pot all, of the potential con-
,

sequenaes. of a decision are known in advance, it is possible to make an

infonmed choice about the trade-offs between,the beiiefits and thetrisks of-

thatdecisiom aarefql,monitoring is required to ensure that the

'decision is being implemelted as intended.

t
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The foregoing cautions- make it ,qui clea at there are no
,

"quick7and-easy" remedies that can'be aPplied across-the4boar o alleviate

problems in student achieviirnt. Systematic and thorough attention to 'some
9

phenomena may, however, start movement in the right direction. SomeAssues

- that merit such attention are discussed below.

The leadqrship style of the principal is crucial in determining
the effecTivenesS of the school as a whole. A principal who is
trained in process sKills as well as the substantative require-
ments of his/her role is likely to be more.effective. It mfty be

beneficial, therefore, to spend some time and money to ensure
that the school principal has'the requisite process. skills. 011'hese
process skills include an ability to place emphasis on the task
as well as the socio-emotional needs of staff and students.

In addition to,possessing the requisite skills himself/herself,
the principal should be Wile to promote such,skills among staff.
If teacherS are similarly disposed to pay attention to both the
curriculum and the st6dent, much could be gained in the area of
student achievement.

The climate of the sCietol should be open, rhere information is
shared freely, and ideas exchanged openly. Secrecy in admini-
sti-ation only leads to misinformation at the lower levels, and

4 mistrust between supervisors and subordinates.
1

s Regimentation and excessive structuring of student Schedules may
cause students to feel alienated from the school situation, which
in tip could have a negative impact onsacademic performance. As

far as possible, the physical, procedural, and social -Structure
of the schoorshould be'sath that it fosters feelings of belong-
ingness among students and staff_

Some 'attention needs to be directed to staffing. Excessive teacher
turnover may have a negative impact on student performance:. While
some turnover is probably desirable, it is important to maintain
some degree of stability during ahd betimen school years.

Control mechanisms such as grade -retention, etc., should be used
with the knowledge Aat their superiority in enhancing student
performance has not been demonstrated.

In certain circumstances, it might be more effective to 'have small g

classes. But it is not the sheer number of students in a class-
room, but rather the process that ensues, that is the important
antecedent variable. It is,.therefore, more fruitful to ensure

33
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that th'e process in the clastrOom is appropriate to the subject
. matter of the class than.simply to reduceiffe number of students

in any particular class'.

Designing the reward structure of the classroom so that is promotes .

healthy competition among the students in the class may' lead to -

some gains.

Since it is apparent that students learn best what the teachers
emphasize most, a careful evaluation of the priorities about I.

what /0ould be emphasized would probably be beneficial.

A high degree of directive activities in the classroom may haVe
a negative impact on student achievement. As far as possible,4
teachers should,minimize the extent to whjch they use controlling
behaviors in the classroom.

Et

The use of physical control is not, beneficial.

Providing teachers with conceptually appropriate feedback about
their teaohing styles and behaviors may lead to improvements in
teaching styles and, indirectly, have an impact on student
performance. In order to provide such feedback, it is probably
necessary for colleagues and administrators to visit classes
occasionally, which requires'expenditure of limited time resources
as well as the cooperation .a the,relevant teachers. The payoff
in terms of student'achlevement might, however, be worth the costs.

;

Some attertion to developing.social skills among students may lead
to complemIntary'gains in student achievement.

Team teaching should be used when it appears to be approOriate to
the subject matter being taught.

A racially and sexually balanced staff of teachers provides students
with different demographic characteristics as well as the'appropriate.
rolp models. This, Inturn, may have .a positive impact on achievement.

The changei made at the school level should be reflected, as far
as possible, in changes at the classroom ]evel. Thus,-an open
climate in the school should be r'eflected in an open climate .in

, the elaiisroom; desegtegated schools should have desegregated
classes; and so on.

Obviously, the task of improving sadent aChievement is not a simple one.

Any"pOlicy changes that are implemented will probably notshow any results

for at least a year or two. With broad-based commitment to changes, with

changes in organizational itructre, climate, skills, and with experience,

it is hoped that the long-term effects would far oeweigh the costs of imh
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4. plemppting changes in the steady state Cif the school. People looking fSr

"quickie" solutfons that result in immediate 'and dramatic results Will,

'however, be deceiving themselv,n

A

'VW
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4.

4

RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS

a

It

A research study designed to examine the impAct oi various school and

(

'classroom variables on student .achievement- baiically would have little

educational research to provide an existing theoretical'base. While much

educational research has foctised attention on characteristics of the

individual students, their socioeconomic backgr6un4s, and their children

environment as determinants of their school perfbemance, the impact 'of the

organizational properties'of the school and the classroom has remained re-

latively unexplored. In the following paragraphs, .some Of the relevant

organizational antecedents ofr.school performance are highly outlinid. A

research endeavor encompassing these variables could contribute much to the

understanding of the determinanti of student achievement'.
%.

< Structural' Variables.. These variables define, not the physical, but .

rather the procedural, structure of the school. Standardization, for ex-

ample, refers to the extent to which poliiies and peocedures of the school

across the various functional subunits of the school. Do all teachers have

to follow the same rules and regulations, ?he same methods And techniques,

etc.? Formalization refers to the extent to iwhiCh these policies and

procedures have official sanction. Areiktles and regOaiións written down?

Do they totke the form of policy that is strictly .enforced:v Dif-

ferentiatioprefersto:theextenttowhichtheftinctionsof the school are

e-
to subunits within the school. Isidiscipline the exclusive

one subgroup of.school personnel? Do teachers overlap in their'

with counselors? 4ntet_A3_tjm is the complementary concept to

allocated

,domain of

functions

4%
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differentia929, and refers to the extent to which the functions of the
,

different silbunits'are coordinated. These and other structural properties

of the organization have been shown to have an impact on organizational ef-
.

fectiveness. To the extent that the academic performance of students de-

fines the criterion for ,the effecttVenss of a school, these structural°

properties are relevant in assessing the precursor'Oof, school_ .ef-

fectiveness.
/4

Organizational Climate. ,The social and emotional environment that

prevails in an organization is of vital importanCe in determining the at-

titudes of members toward the organization. If the climate is one of open-

ness and honesty, attitudes are,likely to be significantly.more'favorable'

than.if they are not. Attitudes toward the organization define, to a cer-

tain extent, the 'degree of commitment organizational members:have to. the

goal§4f_the organization. School personnel, including stiff and studentt,

11.11
are thuch more likely to strive for, school effectiveness in a\climate of

'openness and honesty. .-The kind of social cllmate prevailing in the school

tt, then, a relevant precursor Of school effectiveness.

Leadership 1 Stylei. There are, at least two aspects of. the

organizational mandate thatIeaders can choose tO focus omthe members of

41 the organtzation or the task of the organization. It has been shown in the

reseafth literature thaVa leader who emphasizes task.functions exclu

sively may prove detrimental to organizational effectiveness in the long

run. Ideally, emphasis on both these aspects of leadership is necessary.

In addition, a participative style of leaderShip is associated 'with greater

effectiveness in a large number of situations. The leadership style of the'

school principal is therefore relevant in assessing theleffectiveness of

the school as a whole. It ts iignificant for another reason as well. The
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style of leadershiO, that the prineipal chooses, to adopt may have mime

,

impact on the leadership styles Of otherschool staff.
,

. Job Characteristics. Aspects of the specific jobs of the school staff

have a major impact om the quality of.the job performed by employees. Var-

ious job characteristics are .of relevance here. Autonomy defines the ex-

tent to which the individual; e.g., the teachei.,-feels free to make job-
.

related decisions. Variety refers to the -extent to which the individuals

feel they are Aoing the same thing'over and over. Task Impact-refers to'

the eXtent topwhich individuals feel that their work has made a difference.

Task CompleteneSs refers to the abilitysof.an ,individual to con1ete the

task from beginning to end. Feedback refers to the extent to which doing

4the job itself, or external agents such as peers and colleagues, provide

the individual yith knowledge aboUt how well he/she is doing the job. A114

these characteristics of the job will determine how well the teacher

te4ches, the principal administers, etc.

Working Conditions. The physical and social 'cOnditions in the school%

will have sO?q7 bearing on the performance of the school. Physical working

conditions in ude such factors as heat, ,temperature, noise. Resource

Adeq4cy defines the extent to which school personnel have the'necessarY

0

materials, equipme t, and information, necessary to do the job well.
A

; .

Membership Rewards inc ude.the pay, fringe benefits, chances for,promotion,

job Ldurity, that the\shool offers its employees as remuneration for

their services. Safety, both\phy ical and psychological, has become a par-

ticularly relevant aspect of Wor ing conditions in schools recently, as
\

violence'is on the inci-ease. \
\

Interpersonal Relationships. In school, there are various inter-

A:

personal links' that have relevance. Tt7se include the links between
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I.

administrators and *teachers, between teachers themselves, between admin-
.

istrators, bet*een adiiiin(strators ahd students, between teachers and

students, and among students. The extent to which individuali form co-
./

hensive groups, to

whtch they efine

which they are willing to.stand up for each other, to

rigid horMs, etd. will have a significarl impact on

school performance.

Indivtdual Characteristfts. These variables refer the. qu;li-

76fications, demographics, .personalities., Styles, of the sch ol personnel
,

teachers, and studbnts. These individualincluding the administrators,

characteristics in isolation, and in combination with characteristics of

the other relevant groups, will have an imOact on student achievement.

Control SyStems... These systems define the rules and .regulations der.

terminind the re*ards and*puniOlments meted out to school members, staff

and students alike. To the extent that rewards and punishments are linked

to gooct and bad performance, respectively, these contrbl systems will be
4

effective in promoting good performanand extinguishing bad performance.

Merely because policy defines,that rewards are provided for good perform-

ance doei not, however, necessarily mean that individuals will perceive
w.

this link. In iddition to maktng performanCe-reward connectidhs, then, it

ii.impoqanrthat school members perceive this rink.

:$1.

The IsSue of t*Dependent,Variable. It is relatively easy to say that

school effectiveness is defined by the performance of the, students in the

school. It is, however, very complicated to define exactly what ebn-
. .

stitutes student performance. This issue was discussed earTer in this re-

i

port.. In terms offa research study, the preterit writer is included to elm.-
,"

. brace a rather broad definition of student,performance. It is not just'the
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i ntel 1 ectual deQel opment of) a chil d, but the social , -emotional and

..psychologitall development of the child at well , that ire seen.as the goals

of ,fschooling by the present writer. This broader definition' comPlicates

the task of measuring, the dependent Variab)e still further. Simple IQ

Lt.

measurement is not sufficient. Further; the effects of innate Ciersui en-

vironmentali chhracteristics .have to be separated out in an assessment of

the impact of the school on' the academic performance of students:: Rather,

than rely -on' Some artificial measurement such as grade points, measurei

that necessarily must discriminate (perharJustifiably) among students,., .

Q

0

it is suggested that the.dependent vat-101e be measured through reports of

knowledgeable persons.' Thus, teachers, other students, counselors, Othert

who come into' intimate contact with an- iistividual student are, the best

sources of information about the social , emotional , and intellectual growth

of that student. (

A study ,encompassing all these variables simultaneously, and,.across a

variety of different school settings; is necessary before' we can, begin to

disentangle theeffects of different aipects. of the school env'ironment on

the perforatance of students.

a
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